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Multi-scale facial scanning via spatial LSTM for latent

facial feature representation

Seong Tae Kim , Yeoreum Choi , Yong Man Ro1 1 2

Abstract: In the past few decades, automatic face recognition has been an important vision task.

In this paper, we exploit the spatial relationships of facial local regions by using a novel deep

network. In the proposed method, face is spatially scanned with spatial long short-term memory

(LSTM) to encode the spatial correlation of facial regions. Moreover, with facial regions of

various scales, the complementary information of the multi-scale facial features is encoded.

Experimental results on public database showed that the proposed method outperformed the

conventional methods by improving the face recognition accuracy under illumination variation.
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1 Introduction

In the past few decades, automatic face recognition has been an important vision task for

many applications such as video surveillance and biometric identification [JRP04,

CRP12, KKR16a]. For biometric identification, it is important to extract discriminative

features which discriminate inter-person differences while being robust to intra-personal

variations (e.g. illumination variations) [DCTD16].

As recent progress of deep learning, convolutional neural networks (CNN) have shown

outstanding performance on many fields of computer vision such as image classification

[KSH12, DCTD16], object detection [RHGS15], and action recognition [JXYY13].

Recently, the CNN has also been used to solve face recognition problems by learning

latent and discriminative features [PVZ15, CKR16, KKR16b]. Generally, the CNN is

comprised of one or more convolutional layers with a subsampling layer and followed

by one or more fully-connected layers. In the convolutional layer, the filters slide over

input images with convolutional operation to encode local image features. The neurons

of feature maps obtained by convolution layer are connected to neurons of the fully-

connected layer. In other words, spatial information extracted from local regions is

simply aggregated to construct the image features. However, there are spatial

relationships in facial local regions, which could not be encoded in the conventional

CNN framework for face recognition [PVZ15, CKR16].
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In this paper, we propose a novel face recognition framework using deep network to

solve the abovementioned limitation of the conventional CNN for face representation.

To exploit the spatial relationships of facial local regions, we devise a long short-term

memory (LSTM) network with which the whole face is scanned sequentially. The LSTM

network originally introduced for sequence learning [HS97, GMH13, KKR16a]. It

incorporates memory cells with three control gates (i.e., input, forget, output). The

memory cells can store, modify, and access an internal state to learn long-term

dependencies [BSF94]. In the proposed method, spatial long short-term memory has

been devised to learn spatial dependencies of facial local features extracted from facial

local regions. The contributions of this paper are summarized as followings: 1) A novel

framework has been devised to encode latent facial features from spatial relationship of

facial local regions. First, the facial local features are encoded by the CNN. Then the

each facial local feature is used to construct facial latent spatial relationship-feature by

scanning the whole face image. In other words, the face is scanned by the spatial LSTM

network to learn relationship and dependencies of spatially sequential facial local

regions. The memory cells of the spatial LSTM enable the proposed deep network to

discover latent relationship of facial local regions. 2) The effectiveness of the proposed

framework has been validated on the public face database. By the experiments, it is

verified that the proposed method is robust to extract facial features under illumination

variation. Moreover, the performance of face recognition could be further improved with

multi-scale spatial long short-term memory, which combines latent facial features

learned from multi-scale facial local regions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The proposed latent facial feature

representation using facial scanning is described in Section 2. Face recognition with

multi-scale facial scanning is explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents and discusses

experimental results. Finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2 Proposed latent facial feature representation by spatial LSTM

Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed latent facial feature representation. The

proposed method consists of facial local feature representation and spatial LSTM

network. To learn the proposed latent facial feature representation, each face image is

divided into regions horizontally and vertically, as shown Fig. 1. The objective of spatial

LSTM is to learn relationship and dependencies of spatially sequential facial local

regions. The spatial LSTM network consists of horizontal LSTM networks and vertical

LSTM network. For horizontal scan, we divide face evenly into hN parts with

overlapping between two eye centers. The two eye centers are located based on facial

landmark detection method [AZCP14]. For vertical scan, vN horizontal patch sets are

evenly divided between an eye corner and a lip corner. Eye corner and lip corner are also

located by the facial landmark detection method. In this way, we can acquire vh NN 
facial local patches from a face image (as shown in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Overall framework of the proposed latent facial feature representation. It consists of facial

local feature representation and spatial LSTM.

The facial local features such as texture and shape are encoded by a CNN. The facial

local features are used for input sequences of a spatial LSTM network. Let

 m
N

mmm

h
xxxF ,...,, 21 denotes facial local features, which are extracted from the m-th

horizontal patch set { }m
N

mmm

h
pppS ,...,,= 21 where m = 1, 2, …, vN . m

np denotes the n-th

local patch in m-th horizontal patch set and m
nx is the facial local feature encoded from

m
np .

We employ bidirectional LSTM to consider both directions in face scanning as:

where )(fwdLSTM denotes a function which performs the operation of the LSTM layer

in forward direction and
m

nfwd,h is the hidden state of the forward LSTM at n-th local

patch in m-th horizontal patch set.
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where )(bwdLSTM denotes a function which performs the operation of the LSTM layer

in backward direction and m
nbwd ,h is the hidden state of the backward LSTM at n-th

local patch in m-th horizontal patch set. Then horizontal feature m
horizontalh encoded at

m-th horizontal patch set is represented as

The vertical sequence acquired from horizontal LSTM network

 vN
horizontalhorizontalhorizontalhorizontal hhhh ,...,, 21 is used for the vertical LSTM to

encode the facial feature vector facef as followings:

where
mfwd ,

f is the hidden state of the forward LSTM at m-th horizontal feature and

mbwd ,f is the hidden state of the backward LSTM at m-th horizontal feature.

Consequently, both horizontal LSTM networks and vertical LSTM network can learn

gradual changes with respect to facial local distributions.

1       NS

Fig. 2. Various scales of local patches at eye region for multi-scale facial scanning.

3 Face recognition with multi-scale facial scanning

From aforementioned spatial LSTM network which consists of horizontal LSTM

networks and vertical LSTM network, we obtain a facial feature vector. By changing the
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size of local region which is used to encode facial local features, the various facial

feature vectors can be encoded in the spatial LSTM network. Therefore, combining these

multi-scale facial features obtained from facial scanning, the complementary information

could be encoded for face recognition. For this purpose, local patches are extracted with

various sizes for considering multi-scale local features. In details, we acquire local

patches with scale factor  which determines the ratio of the size of local region to the

size of whole face image as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, the facial feature vectors extracted

from various scales are combined as followings:

where ,facef denotes the facial feature vector obtained from facial scanning using local

patch size of

1

and sN denotes the number of multi-scale approach. Finally, a feature

vector multiscalef is used for face recognition. For the face recognition, 1-nearest

neighborhood classifier is used based on Euclidean distance.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental conditions

To verify the proposed method, we performed experiments with the publicly available

CMU Multi-PIE database which was collected from the face images under 20

illumination conditions (as seen in Fig. 3) [GMCKB10]. Particularly, the effectiveness of

the proposed method under environment variation (i.e., varying illumination conditions)

was investigated in this paper. We followed the experimental protocol in [CKR16] as

followings. Among 337 subjects, we used mutually exclusive setting between the

training set and the test set for evaluating the proposed method. The first 200 subjects

were used for the training set and the remaining 137 subjects were used for the test set.

In the case of test phase, the gallery images were set with only one frontal illumination

condition and the probe images were chosen with other varying illumination conditions.

In other words, the face images with 19 other illumination conditions of the database

were included in the probe images. The number of gallery and probe images was 137

and 2,603, respectively.

In the experiment, hN and vN were set to 7 for cropping facial local regions. Each

cropped facial local region was resized to 32×32 pixels. To extract feature vectors from

facial local regions, the CNN structure [SKR15, CKR16] which consisted of three

convolutional layers with a max-pooling layer, and two fully-connected layers was

],,,,[ ,,1, sNfacefacefacemultiscale ffff   , (7)
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adopted. For the case of LSTM network, each forward and backward LSTM layer has

512 memory cells, respectively. The proposed deep network was implemented by using

the Keras framework with Theano backend [Ch15]. To avoid over-fitting, fully-

connected layers and LSTM layers were constrained using drop out [SHKSS14].

Fig. 3. Example face images from CMU Multi-PIE under 20 different illumination

conditions.

Fig. 4. Examples of feature changes according to sequential inputs of horizontal LSTM network.

For visualization purpose, one of the feature value was selected from 1
horizontalh and normalized to

[0, 1]. (Red (o): neutral illumination, green (+): left illumination, blue (*): right illumination)

4.2 Analysis of spatial LSTM for each illumination

Figure 4 shows the process of feature changes according to sequential inputs. The

direction of input sequences was left to right. Each figure represents specific feature

value of output feature vector from the LSTM network. One of the feature values

obtained from the first horizontal LSTM network was used for the visualization. There

were three face examples with different illumination conditions, which were neutral, left,

and right illumination. As shown in each figure, the feature values of face images
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showed similar changes under neutral and left illumination. On the contrary, the values

of face images showed different tendency under right illumination. Nevertheless, all the

values converged to feature values as bright parts of face images were put into LSTM

network. These results indicated that the proposed method had the ability to store

important information and forget noisy information, which resulted in encoding

discriminative features under illumination variations.

Method Accuracy

LBP [AHP06] 68.33%

GradientFace [ZTFS09] 84.75%

Weber-Face [WLYL11] 90.47%

VGG-Face [PVZ15] 85.06%

Two-step CNN [CKR16] 96.24%

Proposed method (=2) 96.73%

Proposed method (multi-scale) 98.08%

Table 1. Accuracy of face recognition of the proposed method on CMU Multi-PIE database.

4.3 Face recognition performance under illumination variations

Table 1 shows the face recognition accuracy of the proposed method for CMU Multi-

PIE database. For the comparison, local binary pattern (LBP) [AHP06], GradientFace

[ZTFS09], Weber-face [WLYL11], VGG-face [PVZ15], and two-step CNN [CKR16]

were used. The LBP was one of the popular approaches for local texture feature

representation. The GradientFace and Weber-face were photometric normalization-based

approaches for illumination variation. The VGG-face was CNN model learned from

large scale celebrity face images. In this study, the pre-trained VGG-face model was fine

tunned on the CMU MultiPIE database. The two-step CNN was the CNN-based

approach which compensated illumination effects. As shown in the table, the proposed

latent spatial facial feature representation achieved the accuracy of 96.73% at =2. It

outperformed other methods. This result indicated that encoding spatial sequential

relationships between facial local regions was useful for face representation.

For the multi-scale facial scanning, SN was set to 5. The proposed multi-scale approach

achieved 98.08% accuracy by combining the multi-scale facial features obtained from

various size of facial local regions. It was mainly attributed to the fact that the multi-

scale approach could exploit the complementary information of multi-scale spatial long
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short-term memory.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the multi-scale facial scanning via spatial LSTM for latent

facial feature representation. By scanning the face using the spatial LSTM network, the

proposed method could exploit the relationship of the facial local regions. The

experimental results with CMU Multi-PIE dataset showed that sequential relationships

of facial local regions encoded by spatial LSTM network were useful in face recognition

under illumination varioations. It was mainly attributed to the fact that important

information was stored and noisy information was deleted by considering the spatial

relationships of facial local regions in the spatial LSTM network. Moreover, by

combining the complementary information obtained from multi-scale approaches, the

accuracy of face recognition could be further improved in the proposed method.
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